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in many ways, one might presume that the listening public
and the owning class are only able to conceptualize one
another in terms of ownership. “to own” would imply a
relationship between the listener and the tune. the tune is
both heard and owned; it is heard as sound and owned as
the object of ownership. however, if we are to abandon the
symbolic thinking of ownership for a moment and think of
this relationship in terms of relations of production, we can
begin to see the ways in which the ownership of sound is
not simply an act of ownership over material; it is not simply
an act of ownership over the sounds that are heard. rather,
the ownership of sound offers a more complex insight into
the diverse social relations of sound that are not reducible
to capitalist value relations. we can begin to see the broader
social relations through which owning forms such as
ringtones take on substance. it is significant to examine how
technologies such as ringtones are becoming the form in
which people now make music; for example, the new music
policies of companies such as verizon allow for the
widespread adoption of ringtones in lieu of more expensive
and complicated mobile phone data packages. to the extent
that the ownership of sound can be used to claim greater
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control over capital, the ownership of sound is a crucial part
of the business strategy of big media firms. big media firms,
including both the music industries and mobile phone
companies are therefore in a strong position to leverage the
new media technologies in which ringtone forms are
emerging to exert greater control over and make more
money from their consumers. thus, the desire of consumers
to own ringtones has multiple stakes in the larger business
strategies of the big media and big technology firms, and
perhaps, for the larger forces of capital.
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the idea and lyrics were written by roshni. the arrangement,
were done by me. the melody was taken from a 2003 song

"hit girl" by tranmere rovers. the band is a metal band, from
england. i'm sure the guys would be flattered if they found

out. when you listen to the popular tamil song 'vaaniam
manukka namukku nammum' which is played in movies like
'vellai illam' or 'aneesam' etc., a chain of events which leads
you to conclude that this tamil song is based on the lines of

the sacred shloka "om shanti shanti shantir shanti". lee
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oskar’s ringtone is a great example of how the mobile phone
has moved from being a gadget to being a portable source
of cultural content, enabling people to have instant access
to music from around the globe. not only that, the mobile

phone is giving musicians the chance to record their art and
sell it directly to the masses [ 61 ]. in the process of

transforming the mobile phone from a gadget into an
instantly accessible cultural memory warehouse, the

adoption of mobile music ringtones by mobile phone users
has not merely involved the provision of free bits of music.

today, the absence of mobile phone equipment in the hands
of mobile phone users means that their mobile phones are

leaving them. in fact, the mobile phone is certainly
displacing several other well-established forms of memory
storage such as home and car stereos. over the past two
decades, private and public car stereos have acquired a
completely different function, becoming focal points for

entertainment. in the u.s., the phenomenon of car stereos is
evidenced by the rise of car stereos that are marketed

directly to consumers as hip, cutting-edge and trendy (e.g.,
the latter “feature” phone a car stereo). while these
features do not make the car stereo’s radio function
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obsolete, the functions of the car stereo are increasingly
being absorbed by the mobile phone. 5ec8ef588b
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